Metal Detector and Bulletproof Glass

We can manufacture portal glass to different specification of weight and thickness to accommodate a significant bullet resistance. Windows, steel frames and single or double-doors for emergency exiting can create a security “wall” in your lobby or entranceway. These entryways also include standard intercom and voice messages, light indicators, emergency exit buttons, battery backups, lighting, and surveillance camera and are access-control ready for one or both directions.

Our larger security portals can also have up to 3 or 4 doors with different access control settings. Our portals can be built for specialty applications such as vault rooms, anti-radioactive detection, ATM machines, and can be outfitted with left-object alert features (after a metal detector alert).

Just require access control with free exiting? This is standard in all models with only 1-person sensors.

High Security Checks: Only-One-Person

Whether indoors or outdoors, or if the entranceway is from outdoors leading into your building, you probably want verified people entering, and if so, just one person at a time (no piggybacking).

- Security Portal (round or square)
- Glass Corridors
- Motorized Curved or Bi-Parting Doors
- Revolving Turnstiles

Wide passageways can accommodate wheelchair access. Alerts are possible for unauthorized people, more than 1 person, and/or metal or weapons.
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Turnstile Security Outdoors or Indoors

Outdoor entryways are often through turnstiles with a galvanized or black powder coated finish. Architecturally designed full-height turnstiles are available for indoor entries. Optical turnstiles are waist high and offer a variety of styles to select from for a fast throughput of up to 40 people per minute.

- Full Height Turnstiles
- Electric or Mechanical
- Waist High Turnstiles
- Portable Turnstiles

Turnstiles are either electric 1 or 2-way, motorized, or mechanical (no electricity). Card access or biometric scanners can be used to authorize access. Either direction can be no access, free access, or card access.

Waist High with Drop Arm Feature

Our turnstiles can have a drop-arm feature and when a fire alarm signal or a power failure occurs, the arms drop into the cabinet opening creating a wide, free exit. Waist high turnstiles, when electric, are fail-safe so they open with power outage or when connected to a fire alarm system.

Stainless steel or black powder coated cabinets make clear to your customers who can enter and where. Counters (battery-reset) can count patrons in either direction, as an option.

Turnstiles can come with token acceptors, 14” to 20” arm-lengths, or with a portable floor, railing and wheels for easy moving and storage.
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Secure & Elegant Lobby Entryways

Beneath an elegant exterior design lies a true powerhouse of technology. The optical turnstiles with bi-directional motorized swinging barriers is the culmination of many years of optical turnstile design and manufacturing experience.

- Standard or Tall Clear Panels
- Barrier Free Turnstiles (counting)
- Turnstiles with Retracting Wings
- Standard or ADA Compliant Lanes

Sensors on the optical turnstiles activate the opening and closing of barriers as pedestrians move through. The clear panels are bi-parting and move in the direction the person is moving. A barrier arm drops, or a retracting wing disappears before the person approaches. Alarms sound and a guard’s desk is notified if an unauthorized person tries to enter.

Stylistic Design for a “wall” of Security

Let us know the width of your space and we can recommend one or more lanes of optical turnstiles. A middle cabinet will create two lanes, another middle cabinet creates three lanes. Wheelchair accessible when you order at least one ADA (wide) passageway.

The left and right sides can be framed with matching stainless-steel posts and clear barriers of the same height.

The most economic solutions are now available while offering security of up to 71" tall panels. Visitors can enter via a push button at a front desk or issued a temporary pass. We have optical turnstiles that count patrons walking through gracious barrier-free cabinets. Most solutions offer a high throughput of up to 40 people per minute with proximity cards (RFID) whose readers are easily fit, invisibly, inside the cabinet tops or on pedestals or walls. Free exiting, if desired, can be initiated by simply walking towards the barriers.
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Handicap Access and Emergency Exiting

Doors are essential to our buildings’ security and design. However, more than one person can enter a door if not monitored. When a door is required, add access control features to limit its unauthorized use. Consider adding alternative entryways:

- ADA Waist High, Full Height Gates
- Motorized Single or Tandem Gates
- Double Doors for Emergency Exiting*
- Bullet Resistant Glass Entry-Portals

* Use push bars to exit and link to your alarm system.

Automatic Opening, Motorized Gates

Full security wall with bullet resistant glass and windows framing a self-supporting double-door with access control, intercom, surveillance camera and light indicators bring high security to this office below:

Ask about our glass corridors with telescoping doors only opened with an authorized scan of biometrics or proximity card for a secure and elegant entryway.

Install full height gates of galvanized steel, powder coated color or stainless steel to match your décor.

From Locks to Push Bars to Fire Alarms

All our electric or motorized gates can be linked to your fire alarm system and open for emergency exiting. Almost all gates are ordered Fail-Safe and unlock with power outage or backup battery failure.
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Enter Here, Exit Here. Welcome back!

From wall-mounted retractable belts to floor bumpers to protect display cases from shopping carts, manual turnstiles and handicap-access (ADA) gates can allow customers to enter your facilities without injuring themselves or damaging your property and assets.

We have architecturally designed bollards for your walkways, fixed vehicle bollards to protect your building, and access-controlled bollards that automatically rise and fall and are crash-rated bollards to protect against car or truck intrusions.

From designing space-saver post and railing sections connected to chrome turnstiles and gates, to motorized gates that allow shoppers in but not out without an attendant’s push button permission, to a simple latch gate at the top of a stair landing allowing people to walk up but not down the stairs, SecurityEntrances.com as the security division of Online River, LLC, has the right solution for your company.

Your customers should follow guidelines

A good customer-entry and exit system will make clear where your customers go to shop, purchase and exit your business with their purchases paid for.

- Entry Turnstiles
- Entry Gates
- Exit Turnstiles & Gates
- Asset Protection

Use of posts and railing, stanchions, turnstiles and gates to block unauthorized personnel, and allow access to others can protect your assets.
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VEHICLE BARRIERS

From Parking Lots to Vehicle Protection

Parking gate arms and operators can extend from 10’ to 22’. Operators and arms may face one another on a 2-lane road with an island in the middle, or fit at a toll booth in single lanes or wide gates for large trucks.

- Barriers from 10’ to 22’
- Lights and Color Options
- Skirts & Folding Arms Options
- Terminals for Readers or Tolls

Speeds for opening range from 1.5 seconds to 6 seconds based on length of barrier arm. Operators are included and have time-tested technology at work with highest marks for durability and performance. Traffic lights for nighttime-use, and long-range RFID tags and readers are popular accessories.

Barrier Arms for Length and Speed

Bollards can be crash-rated and protect from trucks and vehicles by blocking them. Automatic bollards rise and fall with access control settings. Parking gate barrier arms with skirts (photo above) protect from pedestrians using unauthorized entry.

Loop Detectors & Photo-Beams

Vehicles will be anticipated as they cross the under-asphalt loop detectors. Optional photo beams can detect people and prevent accidents. Barrier arms include a foam bottom to protect vehicles. Push buttons to open/close are standard, either on the operator itself or from a remote desk.
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Beauty is Realized with Revolving Doors

Some of the most breathtaking entryways have remarkable revolving doors. Most are manual doors patrons push on, but others are motorized. Most are entryways for the public, and others are high security turnstiles with metal detectors, one-person-only sensors, and bullet resistant glass.

- Glass Revolving Doors
- Motorized Revolving Doors
- Revolving Turnstiles
- Revolving Security Turnstiles

Ask us about a turnstile that allows bi-directional traffic but checks for metal, only-one-person, card authorization, and features a unique sliding door that keeps an ‘offending’ person from entering the secure side and keep rotating. Voice messages alert the person to exit on the side they entered from.

Access Control with Revolving Doors

Many styles of revolving doors and turnstiles rotate and allow passage only when authorized by a proximity card or biometric scan. Most check with sensors in the ceiling if there is only one-person in transit. Most revolving doors will stop and reverse at an alarm. Some have collapsible wings for fast emergency exiting. Others have bulletproof glass for security-sensitive locations.

A higher throughput than a traditional turnstile can be achieved with bi-directional, simultaneous passage even with security checks.

Order with stainless steel, bronze, and customized RAL colors in powder coated, glossy or matte finishes.
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Metal Detectors & Controllers for Entry

After passing through a metal detector does the person have access to an entryway?

- Access Control Software
- Readers and Scanners
- Control Panels & Wiring
- Cards or Biometric Identification

Surveillance cameras, alarms, audio/visual push to enter communications, visitor management software with check-in and temporary badges can round-out security for any corporate, government, office or military installation. Security Entrances.com, a division of Online River, LLC has the know-how and expertise.

Door Locks to Security Portals

Offering a variety of essential checks and permissions to enter your facilities with hotel lock systems and smart cards, enterprise networked solutions for maintaining access to multiple locations, and if it’s for security, we have the solution.

If you are looking for an after-hours key retrieval system to a self-service kiosk for checking-in, looking up schedules, making payments, or need ticketing solutions like ticket printers – we can assist you.

With our portals and other security devices from token-operated turnstiles, motorized gates for retail stores to reduce shoplifting, we cover many of your security needs.
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